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Rektor’s
Foreword
Ragnheiður I. Þórarinsdóttir

The Agricultural University of Iceland’s (AUI) Strategic Plan
2019-2024, puts focus on enhancing research, innovation
and international collaboration in order to strengthen the
AUI’s teaching and internal resources. Emphasis is put on
sustainability, increasing the number of faculty members as
well as increasing student numbers.
AUI operates on three campuses; Hvanneyri, Reykjavík
and Reykir. These three locations form a united platform,
allowing students to take the opportunity of cross functional
study options and to make the best use of the AUI´s diverse
resources for research, innovation and teaching, all with the
aim of increasing competitiveness and value creation in the
society.
The Strategic Plan 2019-2024 builds on the foundations of
Iceland’s Government Collaboration Agreement, Iceland’s
Government Financial Budget 2014-2019, particularly Chapter
7 on innovation, research and the knowledge industry as well
as Chapter 21 on universities, rural policies and the Science
and Technology Council’s development plan for 2018-2020.
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AUI plays a key role in developing societal issues related to

AUI plays a vital role in creating and disseminating technical

agriculture, use of natural resources, planning, environment

knowledge in order to act on global challenges as well as

and climate, as well as issues concerning the society and

supporting social stability, progressiveness and quality of

economy as a whole. The AUI’s role is extensive and of great

life for the future. It is essential that AUI educates and trains

importance. It concerns our vital life conditions regarding

its students and staff members to be active participants in

food security, access to clean air, clean water and clean energy,

developing and building new ways through active research and

which the diversity and balance of ecosystems are built on. For

innovation.

the past few years there has been a paradigm shift in many of

AUI’s Strategic Plan 2019-2024, emphasizes communication

these issues and most people now realize the need to react.

and collaboration with industry, municipalities, official

Growing consumption and linear production methods where

organizations and government on the issues of infrastructure,

waste piles up are already resulting in visible and negative

rural development and others areas of mutual concern. The

changes in the environment across the globe.

AUI’s increased research and innovation efforts will increase
technical knowledge as well as strengthen its resources. The

There is a pressing call for new structure and new ideas

continuous education section of the AUI will be enhanced and

regarding the use of natural resources, land and development

ways to move from vocational programmes into university

of settlement, both in urban and rural areas. New solutions are

programmes, and vice versa will be promoted. Furthermore,

needed where circular and sustainable production methods are

AUI aims to strengthen its core through increasing the

adopted. Transport of people and products needs to be more

number of staff and students and by creating synergy

ecological, while decreased consumption will be considered

through increased collaboration with stakeholders and

positive and the new norm.

active promotion of the AUI’s activities. The AUI will put
special emphasis on strengthening its research activities and

AUI’s activities are closely aligned with all 17 of the UN

international collaboration as well as integrating research,

Sustainable Development Goals, with no exceptions. The

innovation and teaching. This way, AUI will best serve its

Strategic Plan 2019 - 2024 is in good harmony with the Icelandic

purpose of creating and disseminating knowledge in the field

Government’s objectives for sustainable development, climate

of sustainable use of resources, environment, planning and

goals and protecting the untouched wilderness, nature and life.

food production in the Arctic region.
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“

“

AUI’s activities are
closely aligned with all
17 of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals,
with no exceptions.

“

Iceland should play a leading
role in the production of healthy
agricultural products. An emphasis
will be placed on innovation and
product development in order to
enhance habitation across the
country, increase value creation and
make use of opportunities related to
increased interest in food culture with
sustainability as a guiding light.

“

- Iceland’s Government Collaboration Agreement

UN sustainable development goals

OBJECTIVES of Icelands GOVERNMENT

AUI’s activities are closely aligned with all 17

GOAL 11 Make cities and human settlement

The Icelandic government aims to initiate efforts to develop

of the UN Sustainable Development Goals,

inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.

the eco-economy even further, support green solutions

with no exceptions, particularly:

GOAL 12 Ensure sustainable consumption and

GOAL 6 Ensure availability and sustainable

production patterns.

management of water and sanitaion for all.
GOAL 7 Ensure access to afforfable, reliable,

and ways to decrease the environmental effects of food
production with incentives and support that are aimed
at carbon-neutralizing the food industry and enhancing

GOAL 13 Take urgent action to combat climate

organic agriculture. Agriculture in Iceland should be self-

change and ints impacts.

sustainable and Iceland should play a leading role in the
production of healthy agricultural products. An emphasis

sustinable and modern energy for all.

GOAL 15 Protect, restore and promote

will be placed on innovation and product development in

GOAL 8 Promote sustained, inclusive and

sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems,

order to enhance habitation across the country, increase

sustainable economic growth, full and

sustainably manage and reverse land

value creation and use the opportunities related to

productive employment and decent work for all.

degredation and halt biodiversity loss.

increased interest in food culture with sustainability as a
guiding light. The aim is primarily to support farmers in

GOAL 9 Build infrastructure, promote inclusive

developing new and valuable farm enterprises “.

and sustainable industrialisation and foster
innovation.
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“

Well educated people are the pillars
of the modern knowledge society
where research and knowledge
creation will be the foundation of
value creation and a diverse economy.
By creating a sound university system
more people will be capable of taking
on complex societal challenges and
use technological development for the

“

advancement of society.

- Iceland’s Government Budget 2020-2024
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Role
create and disseminate
knowledge in the field of
sustainable use of resources,
environment, planning and
food production in the
Arctic region.
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SUSTAINABILIT Y
P ROS P E R I T Y
PROGRESSIVENESS
VALUES

VISION
To be locally and internationally recognised
for progressive teaching, research and innovation,
resulting in value creation and food security
through sustainable use of resources.
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SUSTAINABILITY

PROGRESSIVENESS

AUI promotes
sustainable use of
resources and first
class food production.

AUI places key
emphasis on
internationally
approved innovation
and research which
it integrates into its
studies with the aim
of increasing
competitiveness
and value creation
in the society.

PROSPERITY

AUI aims at creating
prosperity for
producers, consumers,
society and the
environment.
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innovation
& value creation

FOCUS
AREAS
2019 - 2024
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research &
development

progressive
& value enhancing
education

efficient use
of resources

human resources
& team spirit

trust &
reputation
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FOCUS

innovation &
value creation

ACTIONS

KEY MEASURES

GOALS

Emphasise innovation in environmental issues and sustainable
use of resources

Number and scope of
collaborative projects with
industry and community

At least five new industry
collaborations each year

Support sustainability through
new solutions in planning

AUI’s vision is to promote increased value creation
and food security through sustainable use of resources.
AUI emphasises innovation in its studies and research,
and aims that the school and its graduates create value
for the society in a responsible and sustainable manner
through being visionary, decisive and inventive.
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AREAS

Number and scope of student
projects with industry
and community

Support clean and high quality
food production and prosperity
for producers

Number of graduate students
working in the relevant industries

Graduate students that increase
knowledge and create value in
AUI’s key areas

Industries assessment of graduates
knowledge and skills and its view
on collaboration with AUI

Ensure good collaboration with
industry and other stakeholders

Increased emphasis on innovation
and sustainability in teaching and
research

> 70% of graduates working
in the relevant industry
> 85% of industry representatives
have a positive view of AUI
Courses on innovation and
sustainability included in
every programme
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FOCUS

research &
development
Research and development are the foundations to
progressive teaching, innovation and value creation.
AUI plans to substantially increase its research and
development efforts. Particularly, it will strive for
seeking increased funding through competitive research
funds and support its staff in increasing the relevant
skills for doing so.
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AREAS

ACTIONS

KEY MEASURES

GOALS

Increase international
collaboration

Number of applications
to competitive funds

At least three applications a year,
per faculty member to competitive
funds

Substantially increase
applications to competitive
research funds

Amount raised from grants

Increase research, development
and innovation projects

Number of peer reviewed
publications

Increase the number of peer
reviewed publications

Number of faculty and other
staff members participating
in research

Recruit people who can
strengthen research

Number of funded projects

30% yearly increase of amounts
obtained through competitive
funding
Courses on grant applications held
each year
>1 peer reviewed publication per
faculty member each year
>10% increase of faculty members
throughout the period

Increase staff training in
research and development
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FOCUS

progressive &
value enhancing
education
Studies at AUI aim to prepare students to actively
participate in society and to increase knowledge,
innovation and prosperity within the industries
relevant to AUI’s emphasis.
Increased emphasis will be placed on strengthening
cross disciplinary studies founded on the ideas
of sustainable development and integrated with
innovation and research. The aim is to increase
the number of graduates and ensure they will be
in demand by the industry.

AREAS

ACTIONS

KEY MEASURES

GOALS

Increase the level of interdisciplinary studies which support all the
pillars of sustainable development

Teachers’ research
and innovation activities

> 65% of permanent teachers
and faculty active in research
and/or innovation

Number of graduates
Increase the level of interdisciplinary studies which support all the
pillars of sustainable development

Proportion of students that
complete studies and those who
continue to post graduate studies

> 5% yearly increase in student
numbers
> 80% of students graduate on time

Increase the integration between
innovation, research and teaching

Students satisfaction rates

Increase and strengthen practical
aspects of the studies

Industries views on AUI and the
capabilities of graduates

>90% satisfied with their studies

Strengthen the school’s vocational
studies and secure its foundation
within the legal framework in
collaboration with the Ministry
of Education and Culture

Number of teachers attending
courses or training on teaching
methods

> 85% of stakeholders consider
their studies to be value creating
and practical

>30% of students continue to post
graduate studies

> 90 % of teachers regularly
attend training and development

Strengthen relevant industries by
increasing student numbers
Revise course offerings and teaching
methods with regard to the above
issues
Strengthen continuous learning
programs and increase the number
of courses relevant to industry
Increase teachers’ capabilities
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FOCUS

efficient use
of resources

AÐGERÐIR

KEY MEASURES

GOALS

Ensure strong and effective
support services

That support units create optimum
value for the schools

Strengthen the quality system,
data management and operating
procedures

That independent supporting units
are profitable

Ensure that resources at Hvanneyri,
Reykir and Keldnaholt are efficiently
used for research and education and
are able to create revenue that supports maintenance and enhancement
in these areas

Improve student working
facilities
Integrate the history and uniqueness
of Hvanneyri and Reykir into the educational and research functions of the
school and promote its educational
role year round in a profitable manner

The schools support units are on one hand independent
units that support teaching, education and research and
on the other support services that are essential for day
to day operations.
Emphasis will be placed on making the best use of
resources for the school’s operations and that they
are sustainable from an operational and financial
perspective. In addition, strengthening quality systems
and ensuring effective support services are emphasised.
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AREAS

Ensure exemplary farm-operations
which promotes sustainable methods,
environmental protection and technological development.

That all AUI units will be financially sustainable
Staff and student satisfaction
with support services

Farm-operations are carried out
according to standards for sustainability and are financially
self-supporting
Income from continuous education
is fully sustainable
> 90% of staff and students are
happy with the efficiency of support services

Increase student involvement in the
development of support operations
Aim for an interesting and profitable
continuous learning portfolio
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FOCUS

human resources
& team spirit

AREAS

ACTION

KEY MEASURES

GOALS

Join forces and use the AUI name in
all internal and external communications regarding the school and
its operations

Employee knowledge on mission and
goals and how they affect people’s
work priorities

>90% of employees have good
knowledge on mission, vision and
values

Employee job satisfaction

> 90% of employees are happy in
the work environment

Increased collaboration
between staff and students
across campuses

Employees trust in management
>90% of employees trust managers

Build a progressive and supportive
work environment
Implement 7 habits ideology

The value of an educational institution is primarily
a function of its human talent. It is vital that staff
members and students join forces and are ready to
support the schools mission and goals.
A key effort for the coming years, will be to increase
communication and collaboration, so that staff and
students perceive the school as one unit with a united
purpose, across campuses, disciplines and industries.
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Conduct regular staff meetings
Conduct regular meetings with
students
Ensure capable and talented human capital
Ensure efficient and transparent
governance
Enhance respect, listening and joy
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FOCUS

trust &
reputation

ACTIONS
All promotional efforts are
conducted under the AUI name

AREAS

KEY MEASURES

GOALS

Public trust

>80% of the public have trust
towards the AUI

Trust amongst alumni

AUI plays an important role in the creation, maintenance
and dissemination of knowledge in the field of food
production, sustainable use of resources, as well as
environmental and urban planning. By emphasising
quality, continuous improvement efforts and
collaboration with stakeholders the school enhances
prosperity, progressives and sustainability.
Increasing the school’s visibility in the local as well
as the international community, and promoting it in
a clear and positive manner is a matter of priority.
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Emphasise quality and continuous
improvements

Stakeholders trust

>90% of alumni have trust in the
AUI

Make quality reports open to
public access

number of positive
media articles

>85% of stakeholders have trust
in the AUI

Enhance collaboration and
collaborating platforms

Regular positive media coverage

Ensure good flow of information
to stakeholders
Promote the AUI through issuing
positive news from its operations
Increase promotion of environmental and planning studies
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Landbúnaðarháskóli Íslands
Agricultural University of Iceland
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